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1 – DESCRIPTION OF THE EVALUATION TOOL(S) USED  

Target Group: citizens  

Name of the tool: EnergiKollen, Energy Check 

Information required 

Categories 
covered 

Indicator Unit Measured 
or 
estimates 

Primary or 
Final 
consumption 

Conversion 
factor used  

Comment 

Housing Annual 
electricity 
consumption 

kWh Measured Final 2.5  

Offices Annual 
electricity 
consumption 

kWh Measured Final 2.5  

EnergiKollen, Energy Check 

When it comes to monitoring a pledge the evaluation can be done in the following ways, for example:  

1. a specific engagement is evaluated, which means that the result will represent the energy 
savings made thanks to a particular pledge;  

2. a participant’s or group’s energy consumption is evaluated, which means that whatever the 
engagement(s) they choose – explicitly displayed on a poster –, the result will represent the overall 
energy savings made thanks to their general actions and not the pledge itself. This solution allows 
participants to make non-technical pledges and still be evaluated.  

In the ENGAGE project it was decided to not focus on the ENGAGEment itself as we wanted to 
promote the fun aspect of making pledges and it was decided to monitor the person or group instead 
of the pledge itself which could be very complicated to isolate and monitor precisely. 

In Växjö we have a long tradition of environmental and climate work, already in 1996 we decided to 
become fossil fuel free. We also have a long experience of calculating fossil carbon dioxide emissions 
for Växjö, as the geographical area. Our Energy company, Växjö Energy Ltd, (in Swedish: Växjö 
Energi) has also the ambition to help the customers to save energy.  

EnergiKollen, Energy Check, is a web tool to help the customers to get control over their energy 
consumption. In Växjö this system with smart meters are used to collect the energy consumption data 
from more than 30 000 customers in the grid. Consumption data is transferred to Växjö Energy once a 
day, and later also sent back to the customers. The data sent back are presented in EnergiKollen 
which is a web based system for creating interest in energy awareness. The metering system creates 
new possibilities to include the inhabitants in the energy system.  The transfer of data from customers 
to Växjö Energy and back again can be explained as in the picture.  

EnergiKollen uses collected data and gives direct feedback to consumers by the web site. 
EnergiKollen is a smart metering based feedback system that visualises energy usage in a 
pedagogical and interesting way to foster greater understanding by customers of their energy 
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consumption. The logic behind the system is that when customers and other consumers see how easy 
it can be to understand their energy consumption, they will be encouraged to behave in a more energy 
efficient way.  

   

Readings are transferred to a database at Växjö Energy on a daily basis. The database then feeds the 
online monitoring tool "EnergiKollen", which shows the usage for the customer 

See pictures in 6. Appendices. 

Weblink: www.veab.se see screenshots of the tool below.  

Developer(s) 

Växjö Energy, the energy company owned by the local authority, has developed this tool and used it 
for some time. We also used the tool in the SAMS project, part of the EU-project SESAC. The aim of 
the project was to reduce the use of electricity in households through the work with behavioral change.  

The tool makes it easy for the individual to have information and control of their own energy 
consumption, day to day, month to month or from year to year. Three years is the maximum time limit. 
If you get information (control) of your energy consumption, you can also affect your own consumption 
through changes in your daily habits or technical improvements.  

We discussed to use other organizations tool, such as WWF (Mini planet) but found many of those 
calculators quite complicated and that they would require quite a lot of time for each participant. We 
valued to use some time to meet people in a positive way and talk about environmental and climate 
issues and their own contributions. The choice to use EnergiKollen made it affordable for participants 
to take part in the evaluation because it was quite simple, didn’t that long and very important; it gave 
them knowledge about a tool that gives information about their own energy consumption. Many of the 
people that were evaluated through EnergiKollen had never used it before. It is very valuable to make 
more people use it. In this way we could have two advantages: the evaluation in ENGAGE and also 
the implementation of EnergiKollen at the same time. 

Not everyone had access to the tool and they had to look for their bill to find information about the 
consumption.  

We can really recommend to have such a tool as EnergiKollen. It makes it easier and accessible to 
work with your own private energy consumption. When it’s easy to use, it also will be used! 

Customer site 
 
 
 
 
 
Customer 
 
 
 
 

http://www.veab.se/
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Target Group: stakeholders and public servants/elected representatives 

For stakeholders we didn’t’ use a tool. We made the evaluation with telephone calls to the participants 
and asked them to tell us their electricity consumption for their company, year 2010 and 2011. They 
had the information from their energy bill.  

For politicians and public servants we didn’t’ use a tool.  We made the evaluation with telephone calls 
to the politicians and asked them to tell us their electricity consumption for the venue/location of the 
political parties for year 2010 and 2011 from their energy bill. For public servants we used the figures 
for the electricity consumption in the City hall, there they have their workplace, for year 2010 and 
2011. 

2 – MONITORING METHODOLOGY AND STRATEGY FOR ENGAGE 
Monitoring method and strategy  

In the City of Växjö a total of nearly 195 people have given pledges to minimize their environmental 
impact and reduce their carbon emissions. The ways to do it varies substantially from each 
engagement. Out of these 195 people we targeted 30 citizens, 10 politicians and 3 stakeholders for 
the evaluation.  

The City of Växjö experience is that the ENGAGE project has focused on energy issues in a positive 
way. We have, since many years, worked with energy saving messages related to electricity for 
citizens and stakeholders. Therefore it was natural to make the evaluation through the participants 
electricity use. To choose to evaluate the participants electricity is valuable because then we can 
measure in the same way.  

Anyone who has been photographed and placed on a poster, had to sign a contract with the consent 
that we could use their picture on the poster. In that agreement, we had the question if they agreed to 
be part of the evaluation or not. When we were about to do the evaluation, it facilitated very much that 
we had already asked for their help and contribution. 

The people who were fully evaluated were those who could give all the information that was needed 
about their pledge. The information that we required were: 

1. Have you fulfilled your pledge? (Yes or No) 

2. Have you seen your poster on the European and Växjö´s websites? (Yes or No) 

3. For citizens: Kindly inform us of your energy consumption for electricity in your house hold 
(Kilowatt-hours per year of 2010 to compare with 2011).  

For stakeholders we asked for the electricity consumption for the company premises. 

For politicians we used the figure for the premises for the party and for the civil servants we 
used the figure for electricity in the City hall. 

The answers of question 1 and 2 did not determine if they were fully evaluated or not. Some of the 
participated said they had not successfully fulfilled their pledge, but still they were included. The most 
important information was their energy consumption of 2010 and 2011, which was necessary for the 
evaluation to be successful.  
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Once we got hold of the participants’ energy consumption it was time to convert it to CO2 emissions. 
Since we consider every saved kWh of electricity leading to reduced electricity production on the 
margin in Danish coal power plants, every kWh electricity is equal to 1 kg CO2. The primary energy 
standard of Sweden is 2,5 so to find out the primary energy is saved electricity multiplied with 2,5.  

Information regarding the participating citizens were first registered in an excel sheet before 
transferred to the ENGAGE-tool. The use of excel allowed us to takes notes during phone calls and 
make continuous changes during the process of gathering information. Problems emerged when it 
was time to call them back to know their energy consumption. A better way would be for us to find it 
out for them, unfortunately that is not possible hence that we are not allowed to look it up for them in 
the web tool. Also it’s useful to make the participants familiar with EnergiKollen. 

We experienced that it was an advantage to make the evaluation in the later part of the project. Then 
we could ask for information for their electric consumption both for 2010 and for 2011 at the same 
time. We think it was easier for them to accept both to be photographed and to be evaluated because 
it wasn’t too complicated and time consuming to do it. Of course we could have asked for information 
for 2010 already during 2011, but that could have been an obstacle already to be photographed.  It 
had meant citizens had to look for the figure two times instead of at one time. The risk is that they had 
given only the first figure, in this case the electric consumption for 2010 and not the follow up for 2011. 
Now all participants gave us the two figures at the same time. 

The evaluation took place by a telephone contact, mostly we sent preparatory information via email. 
Most of the people participating, responded positively and the majority of them remembered their 
pledge even though a long time had passed since they made it. The majority of the participants 
receive energy from Växjö Energy Ltd, the local producers of heating and electricity in Växjö. On their 
web page, they have a tool named “EnergiKollen” (Energy Check). This tool is very helpful for a quick 
overview of energy or district heating consumption. The evaluation for ENGAGE was a very useful 
way of informing the citizens about this tool. Even though there has been a lot of information about 
EnergiKollen during the last years, for example in another European project, a lot of people were not 
aware of the possibility and hadn't used the tool. Through their participation in the evaluation they 
finally used the tool to actually get information about their electricity use for two years. That is a good 
result because some of them will continue to use it once they have the experience. Especially since it 
mostly showed a reduction of used energy and that means a lower energy bill! 

Category of 
participants 

Number of 
participants 

Date of 1
st

 
evaluation 

Date of 2
nd

 
evaluation 

Method: 
estimation or 

real data 

Citizens- group1  155 Same date Same date Real data 
Stakeholders 15 Same date Same date Real data 
Public servants/ 
Elected  

20 Same date Same date Real data 

 

Category of 
participants 

Strategy to get the 
users to supply the data 

Staff capacity required Resources 

All categories Earth Hour 2 people including 
coordinator, 1 photographer 

Stand, 4 choirs, 
politician involved 

All categories Vårstad 3 people including 
coordinator,  2 
photographers 

Stand 

Citizens Exhibition with 
programme 

1 coordinator, 1 
photographer 

Politician involved, 
exhibition 
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3 – POSTER RESULTS 
We have had many events during 2011 and also 2012 to reach the local citizens and also to get the 
photo shooting for the posters. It has been a useful way of communicating the municipalities 
environmental and climate work within these meetings. It started a lot of discussions on how you can 
contribute, what you already are doing, how you choose in your daily life and so on. Of course many 
people were not interested to be photographed but the dialog is useful. And we found it surprisingly 
easy to mobilize ordinary citizens to be photographed and give their personal pledge during these 
events.  

We have worked to involve politicians and civil servants in our own 
organisation by informing newly elected people in 2010. We have had 
meetings and information, made presentations about ENGAGE for our 
internal environmental network. We also used the internal web site 
and a successful project with Climate Idols and challenge between two 
politicians responsible for the environmental issues.  

We also arranged several opportunities of photo-shootings in the City 
hall café for people working in the City hall. One department asked us 
if they could be on a photo with a common pledge.  

To reach stakeholders we cooperated with the County Administrative 
Board, made presentations about ENGAGE and carried out a couple 
of photo shootings that included the County Governor. We also 
cooperated with networks for companies and asked for their 
contribution and had contact with a couple of companies that way. 

On our website there have been opportunities to sign up for photo-shooting at the same time as 
citizens, companies etc. public servants signed up for Earth Hour. We haven't had success to ask 
people to send their photos to us, but it has worked with companies. 

It has been important for us to make the posters as quick as possible after the photo shooting, an 
immediate feedback of the photo shooting at the event is often valuable. We have also put some 
information and photos after the events on our web site to thank people that participated and visited 
the event. 

The posters are a very nice way of talking about a very difficult task and to get in contact with people. 
We think that the ENGAGE project has shown that the poster campaign is a very useful tool in the aim 
to reach individuals, companies, politicians for climate work. It can be used in many different ways.  
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Figure  Citizens Stakeholders Public 
Servants 

Total  (All 
categories) 

Number of posters 
produced 

155 (160 if 
posters 
translated into 
English 
counts)  

15 (16 if posters 
translated into 
English counts) 

20 (21 if 
posters 
translated into 
English counts) 

190 (197 if 
posters 
translated into 
English counts) 

Number of people 
ENGAGEd 

195 26 31 252 

Project poster targets  150 15 20 185 
Number of baselines 
done before the end of 
October 2011 

baseline and 
second 
analysis done 
at the same 
time 

baseline and 
second analysis 
done at the same 
time 

baseline and 
second 
analysis done 
at the same 
time 

0 

Number of complete 
evaluations carried out 

38 3 organisations* 
representing 3 
ENGAGEd 
stakeholders 

3 entities** 
representing 14 
ENGAGEd 
public servants 

 
 

49 

Project evaluations 
targets 

30 3 10 43 

* Organisations: private companies, firms, associations or NGOs 

** Entities: the local authority or its individual departments, public institutions (such as libraries, 
schools, etc.) 

Justification if you don’t reach the targets of engagements or evaluations: 

We have reached all targets except the evaluation for politicians/public servants where a number of 
colleagues from the same building made different ENGAGEments and because we only monitored 
three administrative buildings we could only associate the figures to a particular building.  
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4 – EVALUATION RESULTS 
It was really positive information from the evaluation that the participants really were aware of their 
pledge and most of them had changed their behaviour in harmony with their pledge.  

Even though the pledge didn't always concern the electricity consumption it seems as the participants 
mostly have saved energy in their households or premises. This is quite interesting and a positive 
result. This has a long tradition in Sweden and also in Växjö. We have had many campaigns during 
the last years to make people aware of the fruitful connection to be able to save money on the 
electricity bill and climate thinking. 

One project we had in Växjö 2007-2010, was SAMS part of the SESAC project, with the goal to make 
citizens save electricity through competitions, information etc. Another project is ANSWER with 
Climate Idols, seven local celebrities having five challenges to reduce their carbon emissions. One 
challenge was to reduce their electric consumption with at least 15 %. On the picture the Climate Idols 
receive information about energy and EnergiKollen. The result was very successful, a reduction of 33 
%. 

 

 

Figure Citizens Stakeholders Public servants Total  (All 
categories) 

Amount of CO2 saved 
(in tonnes of CO2 
equivalents/year) 

33,8 
 

-24 
 
 

8,3 
 
 

18,1 

Amount of primary 
energy saved (in 
KWh/year) 
The factor 2,5 

84 447 -60 407 20 693 44 733 
 

Regarding the increase in electricity use for two of the evaluated stakeholders it is easily explained 
and don’t give a correct result. 
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One stakeholder is an ecological labelled agricultural business which has animals and cultivates and 
refines grain. During 2010 he still used diesel (2500-3000 Litres/year) in the production but converted 
till 2011 to electricity and also he expanded his business, bigger amount of animal in the business 
during this period. That’s why the business use more electricity (but less fossil diesel) so the 
evaluation does not give a fair picture or result! 

The other stakeholder has a business with a smaller mansion: hotel and conference activities and in 
2010 it was problems with tenants, bankruptcy and low activities. From 2011 the business has 
expanded significantly so that’s why the electricity is higher. They work continuously to convert light 
bulbs and be energy efficient. 

We did only evaluate the electricity use and saving, not the installation of new renewable systems. No 
participant had a pledge about installing solar energy etc.  

The figures for the Total (All categories) have been corrected so it it does not give an unduly favorable 
result. In the evaluation of public servants we have the energy for the City hall and only count it once 
in this statistic to avoid double counting. The same for politicians, we only count one figure per party 
premise.  

4.1 – MONITORING 

Figure Citizens Stakeholders Public servants Total  (All 
categories) 

Number of people who 
did a baseline 

38 3 3 38 

Number of people who 
did the second 
evaluation 

38 3 3 38 

Percentage of people 
who completed the 
evaluation process (= 
who did the 2 
evaluations) 

100 100 100 100 

Comments 

We collected both a baseline and the result at the same time. This was a good way of having data 
from all evaluated participant and not have to call them for two figures. It means a lot of contacts to get 
the information so this method made it easier for them to accept to be part of the evaluation. Thanks to 
the web tool EnergiKollen it was a very visible way of having information from two years electricity 
consumption and see the change. 

4.2 – EXTRAPOLATION FOR THE WHOLE POPULATION 

 CO2 saved (please indicate the unit): 
o 88 398 tonnes (based on 1 kg CO2/kWh final electricity) 

 Energy saved (please indicate the unit): 
o 220 910 690 kWh electricity (primary energy, factor 2.5) 

 RES produced (please indicate the unit): 
o N/A 
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Emissions of Fossil Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Växjö 2011: 

 

 

Share of renewable energy 2011 in Växjö: 

 

-41% 

-41% 
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4.3 –  INTERESTING STATISTICS:  

Figure Citizens Stakeholders Public 
servants 

% of the monitored population that reduced 
their CO2 emissions 

87,5 

 

33 100 

% of monitored population that increased 
their CO2 emissions  

12,5 

 

67 0 

% of monitored population that reduced 
their energy consumption 

87,5 

 

33 100 

% of monitored population that increased 
their energy consumption 

12,5 

 

67 0 

Average individual % of CO2 emissions  
avoided 

9 % N/A N/A 

Average individual % of primary energy 
saved 

9 % N/A N/A 

Figure of the most important CO2/energy 
saving measure 

9,2 tonnes / 22 
990kWh 

8 tonnes/ 20 000 
kWh 

6 tonnes/ 
15 000kWh 

Comments on these statistics 

Regarding the increase in electricity use for two of the evaluated stakeholders it is easily explained. 

One stakeholder is an ecological labelled agricultural business which has animals and cultivates and 
refines grain. During 2010 he still used diesel (2500-3000 Litres/year) in the production but converted 
till 2011 to electricity and also he expanded his business, bigger amount of animal in the business 
during this period. That’s why we the business use more electricity (but less fossil diesel) so the 
evaluation does not give a fair picture or result! 

The other stakeholder has a business with a smaller mansion: hotel and conference activities and in 
2010 it was problems with tenants, bankruptcy and low activities. From 2011 the business has 
expanded significantly so that’s why the electricity is higher. They work continuously to convert light 
bulbs and be energy efficient. 
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5 – RECOMMENDATIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT 
3 lessons learnt  

 
1- Evaluation takes time. Evaluation like in ENGAGE project takes a lot of time and needs a lot 

of resources. It’s useful to calculate in advance that it is a time consuming work and prepare a 
proper organisation to handle it. In City of Växjö there has only been one person, the project 
manager, in charge of the local ENGAGE campaign. In the phase of evaluation we also had 
one extra personal resource to help for some weeks but afterwards he left the organisation. It 
can be a good advice to carefully think through a proper organisation with enough people 
involved before you start to get the best result 
 

2- Make it worth it. It is positive if it can be useful for the participant to be part of the evaluation. 
If it’s simple to be part of the work and it’s even a bit fun och you also get useful information or 
tool to lower your energy bill that will really encourage the person or family to participate. It 
can also be interesting to have a present to give away or make an opportunity to win 
something for those who participate in the evaluation. 

 
3- Be careful in the choice of evaluation tool or the method for evaluation. It should be a 

clear connection between the pledge and what is evaluated, that facilitate the work. Be 
transparent and clear with this from the beginning, it makes it easier to communicate it with 
the participants, easier to ask for the evaluation later and also to do the evaluation in the end 
of the project. It’s important that the tool or method isn’t to complicated. An advantage is if the 
tool or method can easily be used by and implemented to the participant even after the project 
or the campaign.  
 

 

6 – APPENDICES 
 

 

 

 

The tool is available on www.veab.se, Växjö Energy is municipality owned  

http://www.veab.se/
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-  

 

 
Overview, Electricity, District heating 

Per week 

Per month 
Last year 

Last 3 years 

Log in 
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